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Our first talk of the year entitled “Looking at Detrimental Energies” was given by David 
Lockwood from Trewen near Launceston. 

Over 30 of us travelled the wild and windswept roads to Chulmleigh to listen to a very 
entertaining and absorbing talk on detrimental energies that can affect both us as 
humans, and also the houses that we live in. David who clearly is a very good teacher 
quickly built a great rapport with his audience, and what comes across is the 
methodical approach he uses to problem-solve with the use of his well-tried lists on 
different areas of detrimental energy. 

In a step by step process he showed us how he uses dowsing at every stage to identify 
which of our four main bodies are affected (ie physical, etheric, mental or spiritual 
body) and then continues by asking questions relating to the main root cause before 
healing that problem (eg if its geopathic stress, or attachments etc.). 

As with many speakers on the subject of healing, David believes everything can be 
reduced to energy…. good or bad and introduced us to the concept of ‘Chi’ and how it 
affects us; then quickly (without some of us noticing!) moved on to talk of ‘God’ - “if 
one were to believe in that” as he said, sub-atomic particles and then the smaller god-
particle of Hadron collider fame… and then gave us an even smaller particle to think 
about called “Theones” … not yet discovered but fill all space (and outer space) where 
currently we are told nothing exists. 

At this philosophical point I did think that this perhaps agrees with what such people 
as Sir Oliver Lodge & Arthur C Doyle used to talk about in that the “ethers” filled space 
and interconnected everything with everything else …… or am I wrong in that? No 
doubt someone will tell me! (I did always wonder how light froma distant star could 
travel millions of light years through the void of nothing? … i.e. If nothing exists 
between us and that star… how can something travel through this 
nothing … if it’s not there… as it were!) 

Happily David brought out his clutch of pendulums to practice with, and 
everybody greatly enjoyed some of the simple tasks he set us, like finding another 
person’s aura, getting them to think of eating slugs, then of happier things and testing 
the difference in distance from the body in our auras. He also talked on the subject 
of our chakras, and got some of us to see our own aura around our fingers as a 
grey layer a few millimetres from our physical body. 

The talk and questions went on well beyond our normal finishing time but one of the 
more controversial ones for us dowsers was that of “Ley discs”. I asked David for one 
of his slides on the ley disc diagram it is as shown below…..and these are David’s words 
of explanation to go with it:- 



 

A few days later I tuned in and asked to find the storage system used for a planets ‘life 
force’ system; it led me to understanding that ley lines were in fact huge discs  housing 
Chi. To keep the Chi fresh not stagnant resulted in the disc being a 
multidisc arrangement of alternately rotating discs creating multitudinously small 
vortices. 

Ley discs have a flat face where as Earth Energy discs have a wavy face and may be 
curved: using a dowsing rod shows this quite clearly walking in a straight line for leys 
and a sinusoid pattern for earth energy discs. 

These ley discs should not be confused with Watkins leys which were simply lines that 
went through five special sites in a line on a map; no energy being associated with 
them. So these energy discs should be referred to as ‘Flat Faced or Crinkly Faced Earth 
Energy Discs. Leaving leys as originally defined.” 

Certainly this gives food for thought as many of us understand energy lines to have a 
“wall of dowsable energy” above them, and converting our thoughts into this wall 
being ‘inclined’ or ‘wedge shaped’ is not too far of a stretch. But what some in the 
meeting were questioning and having problems with were energy lines (like the 
Michael/Mary lines) that weave about in their positive/negative attributes between 
nodes. How can they be straight or evenly sinusoidal? 

Alas we ran out of time. Nevertheless all were agreed this was very good talk, 
and demonstrated dowsing and the use of rods and pendulums at its best for healing. 

(David Lockwood is a Tutor for the British Society of Dowsers and World Federation 
of Healers and will be running a dowsing for ‘beginners to intermediate’ workshop for 
us in May. He also runs a range of other workshops and these can be found at 
www.healer-dowser.com ) 
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